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Expansion and cooling of a bright rubidium three-dimensional optical molasses

Laurence Pruvost,* Isabelle Serre, Hong Tuan Duong, and Joshua Jortner†

Laboratoire Aime´ Cotton, CNRS II, Batiment 505, Campus d’Orsay, 91405 Orsay, France
~Received 28 September 1999; published 14 April 2000!

We have studied the expansion of a bright rubidium three-dimensional optical molasses realized with an
intense laser light. In this regime, in addition to the laser friction force, the atoms strongly repel each other due
to the radiation trapping force, which is analogous to the Coulomb force. The experimental observations show
that the cloud volume increases linearly in time and that, simultaneously, the cloud temperature decreases
following the law (11t/t)24/3. These time evolutions are explained using a physical picture of Coulomb
explosion in a viscous medium.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj
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I. INTRODUCTION

For many years, laser cooling and laser trapping h
been extensively studied, with various geometry configu
tions, with various laser polarizations, and with many atom
In usual optical traps, the momentum exchange between
laser light and the atom leads to a friction force, which
duces the atom velocity and cools it down. In a magne
optical trap~MOT!, the confinement is done because of t
presence of a magnetic field gradient which, combining
the light, induces a restoring force towards the zero-magn
field region. These two forces are the main ingredients
understand the behavior of the atoms in MOT realized w
laser at a low saturation parameter.

For large cloud densities, and, for intense trapping la
~large saturation parameter!, these ingredients are not enoug
to explain the cloud properties and behavior. Some ot
processes have to be taken into account to describe corr
the properties of the atomic cloud, i.e., the absorption of
laser light by the cloud and the multiple scattering of photo
in the cloud. The absorption of light induces a laser intens
gradient and therefore modifies the radiation pressure fo
@1#. The so-called absorption force is larger at the cloud b
der than at its center. Therefore, the absorption force c
presses the cloud. The multiple scattering of photons in
atomic cloud induces the radiation trapping force@2#. As
explained by Sesko, Walker and Wieman@3#, the photons
emitted by an atom can be reabsorbed by a neighboring a
and this photon exchange leads to a repulsive force betw
the atoms. The radiation trapping force is proportional to
reabsorption cross section, which depends not only on
emission spectra but also on the absorption of the neigh
In the presence of an intense laser light, the emission and
absorption spectra are modified. The emission spectrum
hibits a structure with three components~the Mollow triplet!
@4,5#. The blue component contains photons nearly at re
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nance, which can be efficiently absorbed, because the
sorption spectrum@6# is asymmetric with its main compo
nent blue shifted. Consequently, the reabsorption cro
section is enhanced and also the radiation trapping force
the weak-intensity regime, the radiation trapping force b
ances the absorption force and becomes larger in the mul
scattering regime.

In a MOT, many experimental manifestations are due
the absorption and to radiation trapping forces. For bri
optical traps and for clouds with a large atom number, th
forces are responsible for the limitation of the atomic dens
and for the cloud shape@7–9#. In the case of slightly mis-
aligned laser beams, the forces explain the spatial struct
observed in the atomic cloud@10#. In MOT and in optical
molasses~OM!, the fluctuations of these forces explain th
observed temperatures and the limitation for lower tempe
tures in dense atomic clouds@9,11#.

In this paper we analyze the manifestations of absorp
and radiation trapping forces by another way. We realiz
dynamical study of a bright OM. We first fill a MOT. Sub
sequently, we suppress the restoring force. Therefore, we
an OM, which expands only under the absorption and rad
tion trapping forces and the friction force. The laser lig
being intense, the effects of the absorption and radia
trapping forces dominate and contrary to previous stud
@12,13#, the atom momentum diffusion due to the phot
exchange with the cooling laser becomes negligible. Dur
the cloud expansion, we record the atom number, the s
the shape, and the temperature. The absorption and radi
trapping forces decrease as the cloud expands, where
we observe a decrease of the temperature simultaneo
with the expansion. The observed expansion and the coo
are reproduced and explained using a Coulomb explos
model in a viscous medium.

As explained in Ref.@3# the radiation trapping force be
tween two atoms is proportional to 1/r 12

2 , where r 12 is the
distance between the atoms. The radiation trapping forc
analogous to the Coulomb law and the expansion of
cloud can be viewed as a Coulomb explosion. To obtai
correct order of magnitude estimate for the radiation trapp
force, the effective charge to put in the Coulomb law is ab
1025e, wheree is the electron charge (e51.6310219C).
According to Coulomb explosion models, usually used
charged molecules and clusters@14–15#, the Coulomb explo-
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PRUVOST, SERRE, DUONG, AND JORTNER PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 053408
sion time is tc}q21m1/2R0
3/2, where q is the constituent

charge,m its mass andR0 the initial interparticle spacing
The OM is characterized by a small chargeq>1025e and by
large values~on the microscopic scale! of R0;1024 cm, cor-
responding to typical densities of 1011atoms/cm3. Accord-
ingly, the Coulomb explosion time scales by a numeri
factor of 1010 from 100 fs in large molecules and clusters
heavy atoms, e.g., Xe@14–15#, to ;1 ms in the bright OM of
Rb. In an OM, in addition to the Coulomb force, the atom
are submitted to the friction force due to the laser. The
pansion of a bright OM is thus analogous to a Coulo
explosion in a viscous medium. The viscosity increases
time scale of the expansion. We benefit of this advantag
perform an experimental analysis of the cloud expans
using an imaging method. Note also that the bright OM c
stitutes a simple experimental system for the interrogation
Coulomb explosion. In clusters and molecules, other p
nomena are often in competition with the Coulomb exp
sion, for example, the fission, dissociation, or evaporation
plasmas, the presence of positive and negative cha
changes considerably the dynamics of the temporal ev
tion. In our study, we have no competitive processes and
Coulomb explosion parameters can be modified by the va
tion of laser parameters~intensity and frequency!.

The presentation of the paper is the following. Section
is devoted to the experimental setup. We give the proced
for recording the cloud images and for analyzing the te
perature versus time. In Sec. III, we present experime
results for the cloud expansion, the model for the Coulo
explosion of a viscous medium and a comparison with
experimental data. In Sec. IV, we present the cooling of
expanding cloud and we compare the experimental temp
ture to the model. Section V summaries our conclusions

II. THE EXPERIMENT

A schematic view of the experimental setup is given
Fig. 1. The MOT is realized at the center of a non-magne
stainless steel vacuum chamber evacuated by a 20 1/s

FIG. 1. Experimental scheme. The three laser beams cross a
center of the anti-Helmoltz coils. The horizontal probe beam
located 1 cm below the center of the trap. The cloud, and the fl
rescence in the probe beam are imaged onto the CCD camera
05340
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pump ~Varian, 20 1/s!. The achieved vacuum is abou
1029 Torr, measured by monitoring the ionic pump curre
At the center of the chamber, in a volume of 8 cm3, the
magnetic fields are reduced to zero~less than 1 mG
51027 T!, by using three pairs of Helmholtz coils.

The MOT magnetic-field gradient is produced at the ce
ter of the chamber by a pair of water cooled anti-Helmho
coils with a magnetic gradient,bx , along the coil axis, up to
25 gauss/cm. The MOT is realized by 3 retroreflecteds1

2s2-polarized laser beams in three orthogonal space di
tions. The laser beams are provided by laser diodes, w
frequencies are locked to cross-over lines of the satura
absorption spectrum of the 5S1/2→5P3/2

85Rb transition. The
cooling laser beam is provided by a 50 mW, Hitachi dio
laser, 10 MHz line width, which frequency is locked to
cross-over resonance located at 92 MHz from the 5S1/2 F
53→5P3/2 F854 cooling transition. The cooling laser fre
quency detuning,d, measured relatively to the atomic res
nance, is then tuned in the range21.5G to 27 G, whereG is
the natural width of the cooling transition (G
52p 5.89 MHZ). This frequency detuning is accomplish
via an acousto-optic modulator of a central frequency of
MHz. The laser beam is made round by using anamorp
prisms, and expanded to a 0.36 cm2 size ~the 1/e2 radius
being equal to 3.4 mm!. At the entrance of the vacuum
chamber up to 12 mW laser power is available. It allows
vary the ratioI /I s up to 20~I is the six-beam total intensity
and I s is the saturation intensity, equal to 1.62 mW/cm2 for
5S1/2 F53 M53→5P3/2 F854 M 854 of the Rb atom!.
Another laser diode provides the repumping beam. Its
quency is stabilized to the 5S1/2 F52→5P3/2 F852 transi-
tion. About 5 mW of power is used. This beam overlaps
cooling laser beam in the three directions of space.

To produce the OM, switching on the magnetic field gr
dient and the lasers, we first fill the MOT for 4 s, which
longer than the trap filling time constant~2 s!. The OM is
obtained by rapidly switching off the magnetic field gradie
the laser parameters~intensity, frequency and polarization!
remaining the same. The measured switching time of
anti-Helmholtz coil current is less than 500ms. Some re-
sidual eddy currents limit the magnetic-field gradient switc
ing time to 1 ms. The OM submitted to the already me
tioned forces rapidly expands. At timet the lasers are
switched off via the acousto-optics devices. A mechani
shutter is added to eliminate any residual light.

Just before switching off the lasers, the cloud image
formed onto a charge coupled device~CCD! camera. The
CCD exposure is started by opening the shutter located
front of the detector and by triggering the camera electron
The cloud fluorescence is collected by a 6-cm focal len
anti reflection coated doublet lens with effective aperture
cm. The camera device is a commercial~Princeton Instru-
ment! nitrogen cooled camera. Its CCD array contains 5
3512, 24324mm size, pixels with 70% quantum efficiency
Stray ambient light is reduced by using an interferome
filter, with a 83% transmission at 780 nm. To avoid any CC
array saturation, the detector exposure begins just before
trapping laser beams are switched off. We obtain a clo
exposure corresponding to a cloud emission time of 1 m
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EXPANSION AND COOLING OF A BRIGHT RUBIDIUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 053408
When the lasers are off, the cloud falls down. A pro
laser beam located 6 mm below the center of the trap is u
to image the fluorescence of the cloud as it falls across.
probe beam is 2 mm diameter sized,23G red detuned from
resonance, by using another acousto-optic device. The b
is retro-reflected with orthogonal linear polarization~linear'
linear configuration!, in order to get a molasses effect in th
detection. This detection configuration avoids any atom d
placement in the probe beam due to radiation pressure fo
and allows a long interaction time in the probe beam.
weak repumping beam~0.1 mW!, provided by the above
mentioned laser is superimposed on this beam. The p
beam light is switched on during 10 ms, when the at
packet is passing through. The detector exposure time is
sen to be long enough, in order to obtain the OM image
the cloud fluorescence in the probe beam with the same C
record. Such a record is shown in Fig. 2. To study the
namics of the cloud expansion we record such an expo
for different values of the expansion timet.

The top region of each exposure is numerically integra
and gives the total number of counts, which is proportio
to the OM atom number. For this measurement we assum
two level atom model for the calculation of the fluorescen
rate. We do not take into account the beam polarization
the cloud position in the intersection of the light beam
Therefore the absolute atom number uncertainty is ab
30%, but the cloud atom number variations are quantitativ
analyzed. The OM image is numerically integrated over ro
and over columns and gives the horizontal@Fig. 2~b!# and
vertical cloud profiles. The cloud profiles are well fitted b
gaussian profiles giving the 1/e2 cloud radii,sx along thex
axis corresponding to the magnetic field gradientbx andsz
in the vertical direction. The OM size is measured with
precision of 28mm.

The bottom region of each exposure is numerically in
grated over 10 rows. The obtained profile is plotted in F
2~c!. Its width, s t , depends on the atomic velocity distribu
tion in the OM at the timet. If the position and velocity
distributions are not correlated,s t depends only on the OM
size,s0 , its temperature,T, and the time of flight,t f , by the
relations t

25s0
21aTtf

2, wherea is a constant. If the position
and the velocity distributions are correlated this relation is
longer valid. In our experiment, the radiation trapping for
induces a strong correlation between velocity and posi
and the measurement of the cloud ‘‘temperature’’ requi
some assumptions. Assuming the correlation describe
Secs. II and IV,s t is related tos0 by the relations t5s0
1nmt f , wherenm is the mean radial velocity.

III. EXPANSION OF THE BRIGHT MOLASSES

A. Experimental results

The time evolution of the OM has been recorded fo
laser intensity in the range ofI /Is515– 20 and for a set o
laser detuning (d/G521.5,22.5,23.7,25.4,26.8). Figure
3 shows the experimental data forI /I s517.5 andd/G5
23.7.

We observe an exponential decrease of the atom num
@Fig. 3~a!# with a time constant of;400 ms, which is large
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compared to the evolution time of the cloud size@Fig. 3~b!#.
For the time range of our interest~up to 200 ms! we can thus
consider that the atom number remains nearly constant
ing the cloud expansion.

The cloud expansion@Fig. 3~b!# is fast. The cloud size
reaches twice its initial value on a time scale of about so
milliseconds. The observation does not correspond to a
mentum diffusion process, which is expected to occur on
time scale of seconds@12#. The millisecond time scale is in
agreement with the scaling argument for the Coulomb exp
sion, as already mentioned in Sec. I.

According to Fig. 3~c!, we observe a linear time depen
dence of the cloud volume. Consequently the mean cl
density rapidly decreases as shown in Fig. 3~d!. Again, the
observations rule out the momentum diffusion proce
where the square of the cloud size evolves linearly with ti
@12#.

FIG. 2. Exposure of the molasses and its fluorescence in
probe beam.~a! The exposure ford/G523.7, I /I s520, obtained at
t520 ms.~b! The molasses profile along thex axis, ~220 line inte-
gration! used to deduce the cloud dimension.~c! Fluorescence in
the probe beam~100 line integration! used to deduced the clou
temperature.
8-3
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We note that the experimental time scales for the exp
sion along thex axis and thez axis are somewhat differen
@Fig. 3~b!# with the characteristic time for the cloud expa
sion along thez axis being longer. This is due to the initia
shape of the cloud in the MOT. Because of the anisotropy

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the cloud:~a! the atom number and
the fitted curve using an exponential decay function;~b! the cloud
dimensionssx(j) andsz(s). Lines are the fitted curves with th
function s5s0(11t/t)1/3. ~c! The cloud volume and the linea
fitted curve.~d! The cloud density and the fitted curve using t
function n5n0 /(11t/t).
05340
n-

f

the quadrupolar magnetic field, the cloud is not complet
spherical.

The data analysis is performed in Sec. III D using t
model of Coulomb explosion in a viscous medium. Deta
about the model are given in Secs. III B and III C.

B. Coulomb explosion in a viscous medium

The main ingredients of the model are the absorption,
radiation trapping and the friction forces. We will firs
present them explicitly and write the corresponding Fokk
Planck equation for the time evolution of the cloud. The
the model will be applied to a spherical problem. The var
tion laws for the time evolutions of the volume and the de
sity will be established in the case of a homogeneous sph

The expressions of the absorption force,FW A(rW), and of the
radiation trapping force,FW R(rW), have been established b
Dalibard @1# and Sesko, Walker, and Wieman@3#. Their
space dependencies depend on the atomic density by th
lation:

¹W •@FW A~rW !#52sL
2 I

c
n~rW !, ~1a!

¹W •@FW R~rW !#5sRsL

I

c
n~rW !, ~1b!

where sL is the laser absorption cross section,sR is the
absorption cross section of the scattered light,I is the laser
light intensity,c is the light velocity, andn(rW) is the atomic
density of the cloud. The expressions are valid in the lin
regime for the light absorption~laser and the photons emitte
by the atoms!. Equation~1! are analogous to the well-know
Maxwell equation and the Gauss’ theorem can be used
derive the expression of the forces. The total force,FW 5FW A

1FW R , is then driven by

¹W •@FW ~rW !#5Kn~rW ! ~2!

whereK is given by

K[~sR2sL!sLI /c. ~3!

The coefficientK depends only on the laser intensity an
frequency. Details about the calculation ofsL , sR andK are
given in the Appendix for the two-level atom. In most cas
sR is larger thansL and according to Eqs.~2! and ~3!, the
force F expels the atoms out of the high-density region.

The friction force is assumed to be linearly dependent
the atom velocitynW as

FW f52anW , ~4!

wherea is the friction coefficient. Analytical or numerica
calculations ofa have been done in many laser configur
tions @16–19#, mostly for linear' linear polarizations of the
lasers. For thes12s2 configuration, in a low laser intensity
regime, the results indicate dependence on the laser pola
8-4
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tion and on the laser frequency@16–18#. For the sub-Doppler
‘cooling regime and in the case of low-saturation parame
these results indicate also thata depends neither on the po
sition nor on the atom velocity. They show that for lar
laser detuning, the friction parametera varies as 1/d. The
time scale corresponding to the damping of velocity, giv
by m/a, is in the microsecond range, which is shorter th
the observed expansion time scale@Fig. 3~b!#. That lets us to
assume that the atom velocity is rapidly damped.

The time evolution of the cloud is derived from th
Fokker-Planck equation including the friction force and t
total force. In our approach we neglect the momentum
fusion term @1,12,13#. With this assumption the Fokker
Planck equation for the normalized Wigner distributi
w(rW,nW ,t) is:

]w~rW,nW ,t !

]t
1nW •¹W @w~rW,nW ,t !#

52
1

m
¹W n•$@FW ~rW !1FW f~nW !#w~rW,nW ,t !%

3E E w~rW,nW ,t !d3rWd3nW 51. ~5!

The atomic density, given byn(rW,t)5N*w(rW,nW ,t)d3nW where
N is the atom number, deduced from Eq.~5! by a velocity
integration, is driven by

]n~rW,t !

]t
52N¹W •F E nW w~rW,nW ,t !d3nW G . ~6!

Because of the rapid damping of the atom velocity, an ad
batic elimination of the velocity variables is possible@1#. The
atom located at the positionrW rapidly reaches a limit velocity
equal tonW 'FW (rW)/a. Inserting this relation in the right-han
side of Eq.~6! results in the time evolution of the density:

]n~rW,t !

]t
52

1

a
¹W •@FW ~rW !n~rW,t !#. ~7!

Solving Eqs.~7! and~2! gives the time evolution of the clou
density. Because the position and velocity distributions
strongly correlated, the knowledge of the density determi
velocity distribution and therefore the mean velocity~see
Sec. IV!.

C. Coulomb explosion in a spherical viscous medium

In order to illustrate the time evolution of the cloud de
sity we will consider some spherical problems. First, we w
give the solution for the Coulomb explosion in the case of
initially homogeneous sphere, and then for an initially gau
ian shaped cloud.

Assuming spherical symmetry, the total forceFW is radial
and the density depends only on the radial variabler, dis-
tance to the center of the cloud. Eq.~7! is thus expressed a
05340
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]n~r ,t !

]t
52

1

a

1

r 2

]

]r
@r 2F~r !n~r ,t !#. ~8!

Equation~8!, integrated by parts, allows to derive the evol
tion of the mean radiuŝr &51/N*rn(r )4pr 2dr in the form

]^r &
]t

5
^F&
a

, ~9!

where ^F& is the mean force defined by^F&
51/N*F(r )n(r ,t)4pr 2dr. Equation~9! relates the mean ra
dial force ^F& to the time evolution of the cloud size.

Now we assume that, att50, the cloud containingN at-
oms is a homogeneous sphere of radiusR0 . Its initial density
is then

n~r ,t !505n05
N

4/3pR0
3 for r<R0 . ~10!

Equations~2! and~8! then imply that the spatial distribution
stays spherically symmetric and homogeneous during
time evolution. The density at timet is then

n~r ,t !5n~ t !5
N

4/3pR~ t !3 for r<R~ t !, ~11!

whereR(t) is the sphere radius at timet. A combination of
Eqs.~2! and ~8! leads to

]n~ t !

]t
52

K

a
n~ t !2, ~12!

which is solved

1

n~ t !
5

1

n0
1

K

a
t. ~13!

Equation~13! shows the linear time evolution of the invers
of the atomic density. The slope,K/a, depends only on the
laser parameters and does not depend on the cloud pa
eters, e.g., the size or the atom number. Another form of
~13! is 4pR(t)3/354pR0

3/31KNt/a, which indicates a lin-
ear increase of the cloud volume versus time. The expan
rate KN/a is proportional to the cloud atom number an
depends on the laser intensity and detuning via the r
K/a. Introducing the time constantt5a/(Kn0), the relative
linear expansion of the cloud volumeV and the reduction of
its densityn can be expressed by

V/V0511t/t, ~14a!

n/n05~11t/t!21, ~14b!

t represents the time scale within the atomic cloud reac
twice its initial volume or half its initial density. The use o
Eqs.~2! and~9! leads to the evolution of the mean radius^r&
as
8-5
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^r &5
3

4
R~ t !5^r 0&~11t/t!1/3. ~15!

In order to improve our description of the experimen
conditions, we have performed an analysis of the Fokk
Planck equation with an initially gaussian shaped cloud d
sity. The cloud shape att50 is chosen as

n~r ,t50!5n0~r !5
N

~p/2!3/2s3 e22r 2/s2
, ~16!

wheres is the 1/e2 radius of the distribution. The solutio
was performed numerically. As shown in Fig. 4~a!, the cloud
shape changes in time. The final shape is no longer a ga
ian function. The knowledge of the density,n(r ,t), gives the
mean radius,̂ r &, of the cloud. The time evolution of̂r &/s
is given in Fig. 4~b! simultaneously with the relative mea
volume (̂ r &/s)3. The results show a linear evolution in tim
for the mean volume. The time constant is equal tot
52.38a/@Kn0(r 50)# wheren0(r 50) is the initial atomic
density at the center of the cloud.

D. Experimental data analysis

The results of the previous section are used to fit the
perimental data. The fitted curves are plotted in Fig. 3. W
the experimental parameters, the cloud is not perfe
spherical, so we have introduced two time constants, one
the cloud evolution along the coilx axis and another along

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the initially Gaussian shaped clou
~a! spatial distribution of the atom in the cloud;~b! time evolution
of the mean radius,r̄ /s, ~d!, normalized to the initial size and o
its cube (r̄ /s)3 ~h! which varies linearly with time~fitted curve!.
05340
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thez axis @Fig. 3~b!#. The data forV in Fig. 3~c! and forn in
Fig. 3~d! are fitted for time less than 150 ms with the laws
Eq. ~14!. On this time scale, the atom number can be c
sidered as constant. The latter condition is implicitly a
sumed in our model. The slope obtained from the linear fi
Fig. 3~c! is the expansion rateKN/a. With the measured
atom number we deduce the ratioK/a. A fit of the density
plot @Fig. 3~d!# by the Eq. ~14b! gives another value o
K/a(3.2 10215m3/s/atom) which differs from the previou
one by only 10%.

In order to evaluate the quantityK/a, we have used a
model based on the two-level atom interacting with an
tense laser field to calculateK and the results of Ref.@16# to
evaluatea. According to Eq.~3! an evaluation ofK requires
the knowledge of the absorption cross sections,sL for the
laser light absorption, andsR for the scattering light re-
absorption. All the details of the calculation are given in t
Appendix. To calculatesR we have used the dressed ato
approach@20#, which leads to an analytical expression f
sR . The calculation performed by Sesko, Walker, and W
man@3# uses an exact expression for emission and absorp
spectra, and takes into account the space modulation o
laser light in the trap but does not include a multi-level d
scription of the atom. Ford/G523.7, andI /I s517.5, cal-
culations give sL /s050.014, sR /s050.042, and K
58.33 10236Nm2/atom. A rigorous evaluation ofa requires
a 3D calculation of the cooling process in the case of la
saturation parameters and a multilevel atom. To our kno
edge only 1D or low-saturation cases have been treated
the s12s. configuration. Nevertheless, the results of R
@16# give a reasonable order of magnitude estimate for
friction parameter a. Formula ~5.14! of Ref. @16#
gives a5310221Ns/m. We thus get K/a52.8 10215

m3 s21/atom, which is in good agreement with the measu
ment.

As mentioned above, the ratioK/a depends only on the
laser characteristics~detuning and intensity!. To check this
property we have varied the cloud atom number, i.e.,
changing the magnetic gradient of the magneto-optical tr
As shown in Fig. 5, the slope of the inverse density 1n
versus time is nearly independent of the initial atom num
and initial density for magnetic field gradients in the ran
11.5–21 Gauss/cm. Some discrepancies are observed
small magnetic gradients because the clouds are more d
and larger.

Because coefficientK varies as 1/d4 at large laser detun
ing (udu@G), ~see the appendix! and the friction coefficient
a varies as 1/udu, a variation ofK/a as 1/udu3 is expected.
Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the density for a set
laser detunings. Ford/G521.5, 23.7, 23.8 ~not shown in
the figure!, 25.4 and26.8 ~not shown in the figure! the
measurement of theK/a coefficient is in a good agreemen
with the prediction, either for the magnitude or for the sc
ing with the detuning. For a laser detuningd/G522.5
~circles in Fig. 6! the expansion rate is more than ten tim
lower than the expected value. With this detuning the nu
ber of trapped atoms is at the maximum~about 8.107 to
108 atoms!. The small expansion rate can be explain
neither by collision effects as suggested by Ref.@7# nor

:

8-6
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by a nonlinearity of the friction force@12,16,18#, because of
the order of magnitude and of the sign of these effects
possible explanation is a maximum value of the friction c
efficient. The evaluation of the friction coefficient we ha
used assumes a cooling process in the low-saturation reg
In our case, the laser light is intense and the friction coe
cient could be larger, as it has been observed in Ref.@21#.
This study, concerning a one-dimensional cooling exp
ment using intense laser light, shows an increase of the
ture and the friction coefficient. The explanation is based
coworking of the Doppler cooling and Sisyphus cooling.

IV. COOLING OF THE EXPANDING BRIGHT MOLASSES

In the case of spherical symmetry, because of the sm
velocity damping time, the radial velocity of the atom l
cated at the positionr is given byn(r )5F(r )/a. Using Eq.
~3! and Gauss’s theorem for the homogeneous sphe
cloud, the force isF(r )5Knr/3. The force varies linearly
with the position variable, thus the velocity distribution
homogeneous. The maximum value of the radial velocity

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the inverse of the density for differe
magnetic gradients.

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the density for a set of laser detunin
for I;20I S . For d/G522.5, the expansion rate is very low.
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obtained atr 5R(t) and is equal to

nM5
K

a

N

4pR~ t !2 . ~17!

The mean square velocity is therefore:^n2&53nM
2 /5. Using

the following definition of the temperaturekBTMS5m^n2&,
Eqs.~16! and~14!, we obtain the time evolution of the clou
temperature as 1/R(t)4 and

TMS5
T0

~11t/t!4/3, ~18!

whereT0 is the temperature att50, andt is the time con-
stant defined in the previous section. We note that the qu
tity TMSV4/3 is constant during the cloud expansion.

The laws obtained for the cloud expansion and the te
perature have to be restricted to the multiple scattering
gime. The momentum diffusion has been neglected. T
treatment is valid as the mean force^F& is larger than
D/R(t), whereD is the spatial diffusion constant@1,12#. The
condition can be expressed as

R~ t !!
3

16p

KN

aD
. ~19!

In our experimental situations this condition is satisfied
clouds containing 107 atoms with radius less than a few mi
limeters.

Figure 7 showsTMS obtained for d/G53.7 and I /I s
520, N53.5 106, andn051.4 1010atom/cm3. The decrease
of the temperature is observed as the cloud size increa
We check, by the temperature values, that the experime
done in the sub-Doppler regime. The data curve is well fit
by Eq. ~18!, with t526 ms andT05133mK. The corre-
sponding evolution of the cloud density~not shown here! has
been fitted by Eq.~14b! with a time constant equal to 15 ms

,

FIG. 7. Time evolution of the cloud temperature ford/G5
23.7, I /I S520 and the fitted data curve with the functionTMS

5T0 /(11t/t)4/3.
8-7
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The obtained value ofT0 is in qualitative agreement with th
predicted value using the maximum radial velocity given
Eq. ~17!.

We have verified that the quantityTMSV4/3 is constant
during the expansion of the cloud. This law characterizes
bright molasses expansion. Note that some other laws
necting the temperature, the volume and the atom num
have already been demonstrated@22–24#. These studies only
concern cases of large laser detunings and small laser in
sities and do not examine the multiple scattering regime

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the time evolution of an OM in t
multiple scattering regime behaves as a Coulomb explo
in a viscous medium, because the radiation trapping forc
analogous to the Coulomb law. The first main advantage
our system is the time scale, which is longer than in m
ecules, clusters or plasma, leading to easier observat
The second advantage is the possibility to change
‘‘charge’’ of the Coulomb interaction by a change of th
laser parameters. The third advantage is the possibility
study the Coulomb explosion without any other competit
processes.

FIG. 8. CoefficientssR /s0 andK/K0 with K05s0
2I s /c, versus

the laser detuning~normalized toG!, for a set of laser intensities
The plots are restricted tod.1 because of the validity of ou
model.
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With such a system, we have observed the expansio
the cloud. The phenomenon is characterized by a lin
variation of the cloud volume in time. We have checked t
variation of the time constant with the laser parameter,
particular with the laser detuning. Simultaneously to the
pansion, the cloud is cooled down. The cooling process
be qualitatively understood by the escape of the ‘‘blue’’ ph
ton out of the cloud. These photons, staying in the cloud,
responsible of the heating of the neighbor atoms. With th
observations we can conclude that the expansion occurs
the conservation of the quantityTMSV4/3.
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APPENDIX

We present details of the calculation of absorption cr
sectionsL , the reabsorption cross sectionsR and the coef-
ficient K, in the case of the two-level atom, and using t
dressed atom approach.

We consider a two-level atom illuminated by an inten
quasi resonant monochromatic light. The absorption cr
section is

sL5
s0

11I /I s14d2/G2 ,

wheres0 is the absorption cross-section at resonance,I is the
laser intensity,I s is the saturation intensity of the transition
d is the laser light detuning andG is the natural width of the
excited level. For the rubidium atomD2 line, s0
51.5 1029 cm2, I s51.62 mW/cm2, G/2p55.89 MHz.

The reabsorption cross section is obtained by the eva
tion of the absorption of the emitted light by the neighbori
atoms. If S(v) denotes the emission spectral density a
sA(v) the absorption spectra of the atom illuminated by t
laser light, the re-absorption cross section is equal to

sR5E sA~v!S~v!dv.

The fluorescence spectra, and the absorption spectra
those of the atom in the presence of the intense laser l
@4–6,20#. They can be expressed with the approach of R
@4–6# or by using the dressed atom approach@20#. In the
dressed atom formalism, the normalized emission and
sorption spectra are given by

S~v!5
~c22s2!2

c41s4 L~v2d,0!1
4c4s4

c41s4 L~v2d,Gp!

3c2s2$L~v2d2VG ,Gc!1L~v2d1VG ,Gc!%
8-8
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and

sA~v!5s0

pG

2

c22s2

c41s4 3$c4L~v2d2VG ,Gc!

2s4L~v2d1VG ,Gc!%,

where V5GAI /(2I s) is the Rabi frequency, VG

5AV21d2 is the generalized Rabi frequency,c25cos2(u),
s25sin2(u), c45cos4(u), s45sin4(u), with the angleu de-
fined by tan(2u)5V/d. The photon frequencyv is referenced
to the atomic transition.L(v2v8,G8) is the Lorentzian nor-
malized function, centered atv5v8 with a width equal to
2G, andL(v2v8,0) its limit whenG tends to zero, namely
the delta function.Gp andGc are given by

Gp5G~c41s4!

and

Gc5G
112c2s2

2
.

These formula are valid if the generalized Rabi frequenc
much larger than the natural width of the transition. In o
case the condition is not fulfilled at small laser detuning a
weak laser intensity.

The reabsorption cross section is then easily deduced
is equal to:
oc

.

m

, J

n,
er

R

n
ys

D

05340
is
r
d

nd

sR5s0

G~c22s2!2

2~c41s4! H ~c22s2!2

c41s4

Gc

V21d21Gc
2

1
4c4s4

c41s4

~Gc1Gp!

V21d21~Gc1Gp!2 1
c2s2

2

3S 1

Gc
1

Gc

V21d21Gc
2D J .

The coefficientK is given byK5(sR2sL)sLI /c. Plots
of sR andK, versus the laser detuning are given in Fig. 8,
a set of laser intensities. Calculations done with the M
low’s approach@4–6# give the same results for large value
of laser detuning and for large intensities. Discrepancies
observed for very small laser detunings (udu,G) which is
achieved our experiments.

Asymptotic laws for previous formula are given. For larg
laser detuning,udu@V@G one getsu'V/(2d) and the pre-
vious relations give

sL's0

G2

4d2 , sR2sL's0

V2

8d2 , and K'
s0

2I s

c

V4

16d4 .

The other limit is obtained for large laser intensityV@d
@G. In this case, one has cos(2u)'d/V and sin(2u)'1
2d2/(2V2) and a Taylor’s expansion leads to

sL's0

G2

2V2 , sR2sL's0

d2

6V2 , and K'
s0

2I s

c

d2

6V2 .
H.

ev.
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